Abstract:

**Background and Purpose:** Until now, much research has been done on issues related to traditional medicine. But are more general And little attention is paid to details. And are not considered to the expression and spoken language and how to describe the details And different views of the authors. This article aims to help increase the knowledge of ancient medical information And introducing better medical books to the community And its use among researchers and manufacturers of herbal medicines have been written And in which we have tried to express the view of "hakim momen", The expression of his use of language tools for Medical and therapeutic plants and flowers to express and describe in detail each component to be shown.

**Material and methods:** this research descriptive and case study dealt with literature and scientific features in book of Hakim Momen’s Tohfe, from medicine books in Safavid age authors by "Mohammad Mo'men ibn Mirza Mohammad zaman Hosseini Tonkaboni Deilami" And scores and objects of mentioned book have been examined.

**Results:** findings shows , Although hakim momen’s tohfe is not important in terms of linguistic features, But he was able to challenge the views of previous physicians And be accepted by the public, In addition to working in the pharmaceutical practice, particularly components of the drug has been able. And before his book to spice components, have paid little attention And we can say that one of the advantages he is going to spice components.

**Conclusion:** This book in terms of medicine and medical plants specially in describing the components is very valuable spices And study it is recommended to conduct empirical research.
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